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Interrupted Susanna Kaysen
Susanna is rushed to the hospital. Afterwards she discusses this with a psychiatrist. She had been having some delusions. She had also been having an affair with the husband of her parents’ friend.

Show: Girl, Interrupted
The year is 1967 and 18 year old Susanna overdoses on aspirin then unintentionally checks herself into Claymoore Hospital. Susanna becomes friends with several other patients in her ward. Then Lisa, ...

Watch Girl, Interrupted
"Girl, Interrupted" (1999) • The film probably best known for Angelina Jolie's Oscar-, Golden Globe- and a SAG Award-winning performance is based on Susanna Kaysen's 1993 memoir recounting her ...

Faye Dunaway Joins Kevin Spacey in 'The Man Who Drew God'
Ryder played the mentally ill writer Susanna Kaysen in Girl, Interrupted played a cameo role as herself in comedy Zoolander while her breakthrough role was in the 1988 comedy hit Beetlejuice.

Winona pleads not guilty
Girl, Interrupted (Jan. 14) What It Is: Winona Ryder and "The Bone Collector's'' Angelina Jolie star in this adaptation of Susanna Kaysen's book about her two-year confinement in a mental institution.

Denver Entertainment
Similar to Gia, Girl, Interrupted was based upon author Susanna Kaysen's internal strife. More specifically, the James Mangold-directed film was an adaptation from Kaysen's memoir by the same name ...

Happy Birthday, Angelina Jolie: 5 of her most memorable performances to date
“Girl, Interrupted” (1999) • The film probably best known for Angelina Jolie’s Oscar-, Golden Globe- and a SAG Award-winning performance is based on Susanna Kaysen’s 1993 memoir recounting her ...

20 OMG Movie Plots That Are Actually Based on True Stories, From ‘The Exorcist’ to ‘Hustlers’ (Photos)
“Girl, Interrupted” (1999) • The film probably best known for Angelina Jolie’s Oscar-, Golden Globe- and a SAG Award-winning performance is based on Susanna Kaysen’s 1993 memoir recounting her ...

20 OMG Movie Plots That Are Actually Based on True Stories, From ‘The Exorcist’ to ‘Hustlers’ (Photos)
An open wound of a girl, Susanna Kaysen (Ryder), puts up only minimal resistance when her parents bundle her off to a mental asylum. There she meets a pack of similarly troubled souls, led by ...

Girl, Interrupted
From an alien abduction to “skin suits” and a comedian-turned-CIA assassin. True, true and true ...
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